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Abstract
In this paper, we report progress on answering the open problem presented by Pagh [11], who
considered the nearest neighbor search without false negatives for the Hamming distance. We
show new data structures for solving the c-approximate nearest neighbors problem without false
negatives for Euclidean high dimensional space Rd. These data structures work for any c =
ω(
√

log logn), where n is the number of points in the input set, with poly-logarithmic query time
and polynomial pre-processing time. This improves over the known algorithms, which require c
to be Ω(

√
d).

This improvement is obtained by applying a sequence of reductions, which are interesting
on their own. First, we reduce the problem to d instances of dimension logarithmic in n. Next,
these instances are reduced to a number of c-approximate nearest neighbor search without false
negatives instances in

(
Rk
)L space equipped with metric m(x, y) = max1≤i≤L(‖xi − yi‖2).
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1 Introduction

The nearest neighbor search has numerous applications in image processing, search engines,
recommendation engines, predictions and machine learning. We define the nearest neighbor
problem as follows: for a given input set, a query point and a distance R, return a point
(optionally all points) from the input set, which is closer to the query point than R in the
given metric (typically lp for p ∈ [1,∞]), or report that such a point does not exist. The
input set and the distance R are known in advance. Hence, the input set may be preprocessed
what may result in reducing the query time. The problem in which the distance R is not
known during the preprocessing and our task is to find the nearest neighbor can be efficiently
reduced to the problem defined as above [7].1 Unfortunately, the nearest neighbors search,
defined as above, appears to be intractable for high dimensional spaces such as ldp for large d.
The existence of an algorithm with a sub-linear in the data size and not exponential in

∗ This work was partially supported by grant NCN2014/13/B/ST6/00770 of Polish National Science
Center and ERC StG grant TOTAL no. 677651.

1 Authors used to distinguish between these two problems. The problem in which the radius is known in
pre-processing is sometimes called Point Location in Equal Balls (PLEB) [7].
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d query time and with not exponential in d pre-processing, would contradict the strong
exponential time hypothesis [12]. In order to overcome this obstacle, the c-approximate
nearest neighbors problem with c > 1, was introduced. In this problem, the query result is
allowed to contain points which are within the distance cR from the query point. In other
words, the points within the distance R from the query point are classified as neighbors, the
points farther than cR are classified as non-neighbors, while the rest may be classified into
any of these two categories. This assumption makes the problem easier, for many metric
spaces such as lp when p ∈ [1, 2] or the Hamming space [7]. On one hand, sub linear in the
input size queries are possible. On the other hand, the queries and pre-processing times are
polynomial in the dimension of the space.

Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is one of the major techniques for solving the c-approxi-
mate nearest neighbor search. Many LSH functions are mappings which roughly preserve
distances. A random LSH function maps two ’close’ points to two ’close’ hashes with ’large’
probability. Analogously, two ’distant’ points are mapped to two ’distant’ hashes with ’large’
probability. Roughly speaking, the LSH is used to reduce the dimension of the input space,
which allows to solve the problem in the lower dimensional space. Thus, the efficiency of the
algorithm strongly depends on the quality of LSH functions used. The crucial properties of
the LSH functions are the probability of false positives and the probability of false negatives.
A false negative is a point which is ’close’ to the query point, but its hash is ’far away’ from
the hash of the query point. Analogously, the false positive is a point whose distance to the
query point is ’large’, but it is mapped to a ’close’ hash.

The previously known algorithms for the c-approximate nearest neighbors (see e.g., [2, 4])
give Monte Carlo guaranties for returned points, i.e., an input point close to the query
point is returned with some probability. In other words, there might be false negatives. For
example, a common choice of the hash functions is f(x) = 〈x, v〉 or f(x) = b〈x, v〉c, where v
is a vector of numbers drawn independently from some probability distribution [2, 7, 10].
For a Gaussian distribution, 〈x, v〉 is also Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation
equal to ‖x‖2. It is easy to see that these are LSH functions for l2, but as mentioned above,
they only give probabilistic guaranties. In this paper, we aim to enhance this by focusing on
the c-approximate nearest neighbor search without false negatives for l2. In other words, we
consider algorithms, where a point ’close’ to the query point is guaranteed to be returned.

Throughout this paper, we assume that n � d and exp(d) � n. This represents a
situation where the exhaustive scan through all the input points, as well as the usage of data
structures exponentially dependant on d, become intractable. The typical values to consider
could be n = 109 and d = 100. If not explicitly specified, all statements assume the usage of
the l2 norm.

2 Related Work

There exists an efficient, Monte Carlo c-nearest neighbor algorithm for l1 [7] with the query
and the pre-processing complexity equal to O(n1/c) and O(n1+1/c), respectively. For l2 in
turn, there exists a near to optimal [9] algorithm [2] with the query and the pre-processing
complexity equal to n1/c2+o(1) and n1+1/c2+o(1), respectively. Moreover, the algorithms
presented in [7] work for lp for any p ∈ [1, 2]. There are also data dependent algorithms,
which take into account the actual distribution of the input set [3], which achieve query time
dnρ+o(1) and space O(n1+ρ+o(1) + dn), where ρ = 1/(2c2 − 1).

Pagh [11] considered the c-approximate nearest neighbor search without false negat-
ives (NNwfn) for the Hamming space, obtaining the results close to those of [7]. He showed
that the bounds of his algorithm for cR = log(n/k) differ by at most a factor of ln 4 in
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the exponent in comparison to the bounds of [7]. Recently, Ahle [1] showed an optimal [9]
algorithm for the nearest neighbor without false negatives for Hamming space and Braun-
Blanquet metric. Indyk [5] provided a deterministic algorithm for l∞ for c = Θ(log1+ρ log d)
with the storage O(n1+ρ logO(1) n) and the query time logO(1) n for some tunable parameter
ρ. He proved that the nearest neighbor without false negatives for l∞ for c < 3 is as hard as
the subset query problem, a long-standing combinatorial problem. This indicates that the
nearest neighbor without false negatives for l∞ might be hard to solve for any c > 1. Also,
Indyk [6] considered deterministic mappings ln2 → lm1 , for m = n1+o(1), which might be useful
for constructing efficient algorithms for the nearest neighbor without false negatives [11].

Pacuk et al. [10] presented a schema for solving the nearest neighbor without false
negatives for any p ∈ [1,∞] for c = Ω(dmax{1/2,1−1/p}). Using the enhanced hash functions,
Wygocki [13] presented algorithms with improved complexities. He considered two hashing
families, giving different trade-offs between the execution times and the conditions on c. In
particular, (Theorem 3, case 2, for p = 2 in [13]):

I Theorem 1 ([13]). For any c > τ̃ = 2
√
d, there are data structures for the nearest neighbor

without false negatives with
O(n1+ ln 3

ln(c/τ̃) ) pre-processing time and O(d|P |+d logn+d2) query time for the ’fast query’
algorithm,
O(nd logn) pre-processing time and O(d(|P | + n

ln 3
ln(3c/τ̃) )) query time for the ’fast pre-

processing’ algorithm,
where |P | is the size of the result.

The dimension reduction with means of random linear mappings was considered previously
in a more general context. In particular, Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [8] is the most well
known reference here. The concentration bounds used to prove this classic result will be very
useful in our reductions:

I Lemma 2 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss). Let Y ∈ Rd be chosen uniformly from the surface of the
d-dimensional sphere. Let Z = (Y1, Y2, . . . , Yk) be the projection onto the first k coordinates,
where k < d. Then for any α < 1 :

P
[
d

k
‖Z‖2

2 ≤ α
]
≤ exp(k2 (1− α+ logα)), (1)

3 Our contribution

Recently, efficient algorithms were proposed for solving the approximate nearest neighbor
search without false negatives for c = Ω(max{

√
d, d1−1/p}) in lp for any p ∈ [1,∞] [10, 13].

The main problem with these algorithms is the constraint on c. For l2, the previous result
require c to be of order of Ω(

√
d), thus the nearest neighbor algorithm were allowed to return

points within O(
√
dR) radius from query point. We relax this to any c, which makes the

presented algorithms usable in practical cases. The contribution of this paper is relaxing this
condition and improving the complexity of the algorithms for l2:

We show that the NNwfn can be reduced to d instances of NNwfn in Rlogn. For our typical
settings of parameters, the factor of d is negligible. As a result, reducing the dimension
leads to reducing the complexity of the problem. Moreover, it leads to relaxing the
conditions on c to c = Ω(

√
logn).

Further reductions lead to algorithms for any c = ω(
√

log logn). We introduce an
algorithm with the no(1) query time and polynomial pre-processing time, which for large
c tents to n1+o(1).

ISAAC 2017
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The first reduction is interesting on its own since further work on the problem can be
done under the assumption that the dimension of the problem is logarithmic in n. This
simplifies the problem at a cost of multiplying the complexities by a factor of d. Also, the
authors of [10] proved that their construction is tight for d = ω(logn), living the case of
d = Θ(logn) inconclusive.

3.1 Used Methods

In order to relax the conditions on c, we apply a sequence of dimension reductions. In
Section 4, we show how to reduce the c-approximate nearest neighbors in ld2 (NNwfn(c, d))
to d/ log(n) instances of NNwfn(O(c),O(logn)). Applying the algorithm of [13] as a black
box gives the first improvement over [13]: an efficient algorithm for c = Ω(

√
logn). The

reduction is based on the well-known Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [8]. We introduce
d/ log(n) linear mappings, each reduces the dimension of the original problem. Each mapping
roughly preserves the length of the vector and additionally at least one of them does not
increase the length of the input vector. The property of not increasing the length of the
vector is crucial. For two ’close’ vectors x, y ∈ Rd: ‖x− y‖2 < 1 and a linear mapping A, Ax
and Ay are ’close’ if and only if ‖Ax−Ay‖2 = ‖A(x− y)‖2 < 1 , so A maps a ’small’ vector
x− y, to a ’small’ vector A(x− y).

In Section 5, we show further reductions, which enable us to relax the constraint to
c = ω(

√
log logn). We extend the reduction from Section 4 by using a number of mapping

families. This leads to an interesting sub-problem of solving the approximate nearest
neighbors in (Rk)L, for norm max-l2(x) := max1≤i≤L‖xi‖2 and the induced metric. This
norm is present in literature and was denoted as max–product or l∞–product. Apparently,
the c-approximate nearest neighbor search in max-l2 might be solved using the LSH functions
family introduced in [13].

This series of reductions leads to our final results. First we reduce the problem to a
number of NNwfn(O(c),O(logn)) instances, each of which is further reduced to a number
of problems in max-l2, which in turn are solved using the LSH functions presented in [13].
sectionNotations

The c-approximate nearest neighbors search without false negatives with parameter c > 1
and the dimension of the space equal to d, will be denoted as NNwfn(c, d). The expected
query and pre-processing time complexities of NNwfn(c, d) will be denoted as query(c, d) and
preproc(c, d) respectively. The input set will be denoted as X and it will always be assumed
to contain n points. W.l.o.g, throughout this work we will assume, that R – a given radius
equals 1 (otherwise, all vectors’ lengths might be rescaled by 1/R). The Õ() denotes the
complexity up to the poly logarithmic factors i.e., Õ(f(n)) = O(f(n)poly(log(n))). ‖·‖2
denotes the standard norm in l2, i.e., ‖x‖2 = (

∑
i |xi|2)1/2. The f(n) = ω(g(n)) means that

f dominates g asymptotically, i.e., g(n) = o(f(n)).

4 Algorithm for c = Ω(
√

log n)

The basic idea is the following: we will introduce a number of linear mappings to transform
the d-dimensional problem to a number of problems with dimension reduced to O(logn).
Then we use the algorithm introduced in [13], to solve these problems in the space with the
reduced dimension.
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We will introduce d/k2 linear mappings A(1), A(2), . . . , A(d/k) : Rd → Rk, where k < d

and show the following properties:
1. for each point x ∈ Rd, such that ‖x‖2 ≤ 1, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ d/k, such that
‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ 1,

2. for each point x ∈ Rd, such that ‖x‖2 ≥ c, where c > 1, the probability that there exists
1 ≤ i ≤ d/k, such that ‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ 1 is bounded.

The property 1. states, that for a given ’short’ vector (with a length smaller than 1),
there is always at least one mapping, which transforms this vector to a vector of length
smaller than 1. Moreover, we will show, that there exists at least one mapping A(i), which
does not increase the length of the vector, i.e., such that ‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ ‖x‖2. The property 2.
states, that we can bound the probability of a ’long’ vector (‖x‖2 > c), being mapped to a
’short’ one (‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ 1). Using the standard concentration measure arguments, we will
prove that this probability decays exponentially in k.

4.1 Linear mappings
In this section, we will introduce linear mappings satisfying properties 1. and 2. Our technique
will depend on the concentration bound used to prove the classic Johnson-Lindenstrauss
Lemma. In Lemma 2, we take a random vector and project it to the first k vectors of the
standard basis of Rd. In our settings, we will project the given vector to a random orthonormal
basis which gives the same guaranties. The mapping A(i) consists of k consecutive vectors
from the random basis of the Rd space scaled by

√
d
k . The following reduction describes the

basic properties of our construction:

I Lemma 3 (Reduction Lemma). For any parameter α ≥ 1 and k < d, there exist d/k linear
mappings A(1), A(2), . . . , A(d/k), from Rd to Rk, such that:
1. for each point x ∈ Rd such that ‖x‖2 ≤ 1, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ d/k, such that ‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ 1,
2. for each point x ∈ Rd such that ‖x‖2 ≥ c, where c > 1, for each i: 1 ≤ i ≤ d/k, we have

P
[
‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ α

]
< e−k( c−α

2c )2
.

Proof. Let a1, a2, . . . , ad be a random basis of Rd. Each of the A(i) mappings is represented
by a k × d dimensional matrix. We will use A(i) for denoting both the mapping and the
corresponding matrix. The jth row of the matrix A(i) equals A(i)

j =
√

d
ka(i−1)k+j . In other

words, the rows of A(i) consist of k consecutive vectors from the random basis of the Rd

space scaled by
√

d
k .

To prove the first property, observe that A =
∑d
i=1 〈ai, x〉

2 ≤ 1, since the distance is
independent of the basis. Assume on the contrary, that for each i, ‖A(i)

2 x‖ > 1. It follows
that d ≥ dA = k

∑d
i=1‖A(i)x‖2

2 > d. This contradiction ends the proof of the first property.
For any x ∈ Rd, such that ‖x‖2 > c, the probability:

P
[
‖A(i)x‖2 ≤ α

]
= P

[
‖A(i)x‖2

2
c2 ≤ (α

c
)2
]
≤ P

[
‖A(i)x‖2

2
‖x‖2

2
≤ (α

c
)2
]
.

2 For simplicity, let us assume that k divides d, this can be achieved by padding extra dimensions with
0’s.

ISAAC 2017
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Using the fact that log x < x− 1− (x− 1)2/2 for x < 1 and Lemma 2, the above is bounded
as follows:

P
[
‖A(i)x‖2

2
‖x‖2

2
≤ (α

c
)2
]
≤ exp

(
− k

4 (1− (α
c

)2)2) ≤ e−k( c−α
2c )2

,

which completes the proof. J

4.2 Algorithm
The algorithm works as follows: for each i, we project Rd to Rk using Ai and solve the
corresponding problem in the smaller space. For each query point, we need to merge the
solutions obtained for each subproblem. This results in reducing the NNwfn(c, d) to d/k
instances of NNwfn(α, k).

I Lemma 4. For 1 < α < c and k < d, the NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to d/k instances of
the NNwfn(α, k). The expected pre-processing time equals O(d2n + d/k preproc(α, k)) and
the expected query time equals O(d2 + d/k e−k( c−α

2c )2
n+ d/k query(k, α)).

Proof. We use the assumption that k < d < n to simplify the complexities. The pre-
processing time consists of:

d3: the time of computing a random orthonormal basis of Rd.
d2n: the time of changing the basis to a1, a2, . . . , ad.
dnk: the time of computing A(i)x for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d and for all n points.
d/k preproc(α, k): the expected pre-processing time of all subproblems.

The query time consists of:
d2: the time of changing the basis to a1, a2, . . . , ad.
d/k e−k( c−α

2c )2
n: the expected number of false positives (by Lemma 3).

d/k query(k, α): the expected query time of all subproblems. J

The following corollary simplifies the formulas used in Lemma 4 and shows that if c
c−α is

bounded, the NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to a number of problems of dimension logn in an
efficient way. Namely, setting k =

( 2c
c−α

)2 logn we get:

I Corollary 5. For any 1 ≤ α < c and γ logn < d, the NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to d/ logn
instances of the NNwfn(α, γ logn), where γ =

( 2c
c−α

)2 and:

query(c, d) = O(d2 + d/ log(n) query(α, γ logn)),

preproc(c, d) = O(d2n+ d/ log(n) preproc(α, γ logn)).

Combining the above corollary with the results introduced in [13], we can achieve the
algorithm with the polynomial pre-processing time and the sub-linear query time. Theorem
1 states, that for any c > 2

√
d, the NNwfn(c, d) can be solved in the O(n1+ log 3

log(c/τ̃) ) pre-
processing time and the query time equal to O(d|P |+ d logn+ d2), where P is the size of
the result set and τ̃ = 2

√
d. Altogether, setting α = c/2 in Corollary 5, we get3:

3 The author of [13] presented multiple algorithms giving different trade-offs between the pre-processing
time and the query time. Particularly, the algorithm with the O(n log n) processing time and the
sub-linear query time was presented. The same can be done for Theorem 6. We omit this to avoid the
unnecessary complexity.
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A(1,1)

A(i1,1)

A(d/k,1)

...
...

A(1,2)

A(i2,2)

A(d/k,2)

...
...

A(1,L)

A(id,L)

A(d/k,L)

...
...

. . .

Figure 1 Each column describes one family of linear mappings, constructed based on one random,
orthonormal basis. The blue path describes one combination of mappings.

I Theorem 6. The NNwfn(c, d) can be solved for any c > κ̃ = 16
√

logn with:

query(c, d) = O(d|P |+ d logn+ d2)

preproc(c, d) = O(dn1+ ln 3
log(c/κ̃) / log(n)).

The time complexity of the algorithm is the same as for c = Ω(
√
d), the pre-processing time

is larger by a factor of d/ log(n).

5 The algorithm for c = ω(
√

log(log(n)))

In this section we give another algorithm which works for c = ω(
√

log(log(n))). Lemma 2
implies that the NNwfn(c, d) problem can be reduced to d/ log(n) problems of dimension
logarithmic in n. In order to reduce the dimension even more, we will employ L independent
families of linear mappings introduced in Section 4. In each of the families, there is at least
one mapping, which does not increase the length of the input vector. As a result, there exists
a combination of L mappings (each mapping taken from a distinct family) which do not
increase the input vector length. Also, for any combination of L mappings, the probability
that all the mappings transform a ’long’ vectors to a ’short; one can be bounded. The
structure of the mappings is presented in Figure 1.

To formalize the above line of thinking, we introduce the following lemma:

I Lemma 7. For any natural number L > 0, there exist d/k L linear mappings A(i,j) : Rd →
Rk, where k < d, 1 ≤ i ≤ d/k and 1 ≤ j ≤ L, such that
1. for each point x ∈ Rd which satisfies ‖x‖2 ≤ 1, there exist 1 ≤ i1, i2, . . . , iL ≤ d such that
‖A(ij ,j)x‖2 ≤ 1, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ L.

2. for each point x ∈ Rd which satisfies ‖x‖2 ≥ c, where c > 1, for each i1, i2, . . . , iL:
1 ≤ i1, i2, . . . , iL ≤ d/k, we have

P
[
∀j : ‖A(ij ,j)x‖2 ≤ α

]
< exp

(
− kL

4 (c− α
c

)2).
Proof. For each j: 1 ≤ j ≤ L we independently sample the orthonormal basis of Rd:
a1, a2, . . . , ad. The A(i,j) will be created in the same way as in Lemma 3, namely, the t–th
row of A(i,j) equals A(i,j)

t =
√

d
ka(i−1)k+t . The properties (1) and (2) follow directly from

Lemma 3. J

In order to employ Lemma 7 for a given query q, we need to be able to find all points in
X such that a given combination of mappings transforms these points and the query point
to ’close’ vectors. In other words, we need to find all c-approximate nearest neighbors for
the transformed input set X̃ ⊂ (Rk)L in the space equipped with metric: max-l2(x, y) =
max1≤i≤L(‖xi − yi‖), which is formally defined as follows:

ISAAC 2017
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IDefinition 8 (the c-approximate nearest neighbor search inmax-l2). Themax-l2_NN(c, L, k)
is defined as follows: given a query point q ∈ (Rk)L and a set X̃ ⊂ (Rk)L of n input points,
find all input points, such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ L: ‖qi− x̃i‖2 ≤ 1. Moreover, each x̃ satisfying
∀i‖qi − x̃i‖2 ≤ c, might be returned as well. Finally, each x such that ∃i‖qi − x̃i‖ > c, must
not be returned.

Using the construction from Lemma 7, the NNwfn(c, d) problem can be reduced to dL
instances of the max-l2_NN(α,L, k). Each of the instances is represented by indices:
{i1, i2, . . . , iL} and the corresponding mappings A(ij ,j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ L. Each input point
x̃ ∈ X̃ comes from the point x ∈ X by applying the mappings: x̃ = (A(i1,1)x, . . . , A(iL,L)x).
Similarly, the query point q, in max-l2, is created from the query point q in NNwfn(c, d), as
(A(i1,1)q, . . . , A(iL,L)q).

I Lemma 9. The NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to (d/k)L instances of max-l2_NN(α,L, k).
The expected pre-processing time equals:

O(Ld2n+ (d/k)L preprocmax-l2(α,L, k))

and the expected query time equals:

O(Ld2 + (d/k)Le−kL( c−α
2c )2

n+ (d/k)L querymax-l2(α,L, k)).

The proof of the Lemma is analogical to the proof of Lemma 4. The following corollary
presents the simplified version of Lemma 9. Setting k = dL−1( 2c

c−α
)2 logne we get:

I Corollary 10. For any 1 ≤ α < c, the NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to dL instances of
max-l2_NN(α,L, L−1γ logn), where γ =

( 2c
c−α

)2 and:

query(c, d) = O(Ld2 + (d/ log(n))L querymax-l2(α,L, dL−1γ logne)),

preproc(c, d) = O(Ld2n+ (d/ log(n))L preprocmax-l2(α,L, dL−1γ logne)).

Themax-l2_NN(α,L, k) can be trivially solved by dealing with each of the L-dimensional
NNwfn(α, k) problems separately. Unfortunately, this gives unacceptable complexities. In
order to improve complexity of algorithm for the NNwfn(c, d) problem, we need to be able to
solve the max-l2_NN more efficiently.

5.1 Solving the c-approximate nearest neighbors in max-l2

In order to solve this problem, we use the standard LSH technique based on the hash functions
h̃ introduced in [13] defined as follows:

h̃(x) = b〈w, x〉c , where w is a random vector from the unit sphere S(d−1).

We consider two hashes to be ’close’ if |h̃(x)− h̃(x′)| ≤ 1. Based on h̃, we introduce a
new hash function g. Each of the input points is hashed by g and the reference to this point
is kept in a single hash map. For a given query point, we examine all input points which are
hashed to the same value as the query point.

Namely, each x̃ ∈ (Rk)L will be hashed by g(x̃) := (g1(x̃1), . . . , gL(x̃L)), where gi(x) :=
(h̃1(x), h̃2(x), . . . , h̃w(x)) is a hash function defined as a concatenation of w random LSH
functions h̃. The function g can be also seen as a concatenation of wL random hash
functions h̃. If two points are ’close’ in the considered max-l2 metric, then g transforms these
points to hashes p(1), p(2) ∈ ZwL, such that |p(1)

i −p
(2)
i | ≤ 1 for all i ∈ wL. The pre-processing
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algorithm is summarized in the following pseudocode:

Algorithm 1: The pre-processing algorithm
Data: X ⊂ (Rk)L - the set of n input points
Result: H : ZwL → 2X - the hash map storing for each hash α ∈ ZwL the subset of

input points with hashes close to α
H = ∅;
for x ∈ X do

α = g(x);
for α′ such that ‖α− α′‖∞ ≤ 1 do

H(α′).push(x);
end

end

The query algorithm consists of examining the bucket for g(guery_point):

Algorithm 2: The query algorithm
Data: q ∈ (Rk)L - the query point
Result: P ⊂ X - the set of neighbors of q
P = ∅;
for x ∈ H(g(q)) do

if x is a neighbor of q then
P.push(x);

end
end

The following theorem describes the above algorithm:

I Theorem 11. For L = o(logn) and c > 2
√
k, the max-l2_NN(c,L,k) can be solved in

the O(kL|P |+ k lnn+ Lk2) query time and O(n1+ ln 3
ln(c/κ̃) ) pre-processing time complexity for

κ̃ = 2
√
k.4

Proof. Let us start with the key properties of the LSH family.

I Observation 12 (’Close’ points have ’close’ hashes for h̃ (Observation 5 in [13])). For
x, y ∈ Rd, if ‖x− y‖ < 1 then ∀h̃|h̃(x)− h̃(y)| ≤ 1.

I Lemma 13 (The probability of false positives for h̃ (Lemma 2 in [13])). For x, y ∈ Rd and
c > τ̃ = 2d1/2 such that ‖x− y‖ > c, it holds:

p̃fp = P
[
|h̃(x)− h̃(y)| ≤ 1

]
< τ̃/c.

Since we consider two hashes to be ’close’, when they differ at most by one (see Observa-
tion 12), for each hash α ∈ ZwL we need to store the reference to every point, that satisfies
‖α − g(x)‖∞ ≤ 1. Thus, the hash map size is O(n3wL). Computing a single h̃ function
in Rk takes O(k), so evaluating the g(x) for x ∈ (Rk)L takes O(wkL). The pre-processing
consists of computing the 3wL hashes for each point in the input set. The query consists
of computing the hash of the query point, looking up all the points with colliding hashes,
filtering out the false positives and returning the neighbors.

4 Theorem 11 might be generalized, to any p ∈ [1, ∞]. The generalization is done by applying hash
functions suited for lp. Such hash functions where introduced in [13].
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It is easy to derive the following complexities:
For any c > 2k1/2 and the number of iterations w ≥ 1, there exists a max-l2_NN(c,L,k)

algorithm with the following properties:
the pre-processing time: O(n(wkL+ 3wL)), where wkL is the time needed to compute
the g(input_point) and the O(3wL) is the number of the updated hashes for one input
point,
the expected query time: O(kL(|P | + w + np̃fp

wL)), where wkL is the time needed to
compute the g(query_point), np̃fp

wL is the number of false positives which need to be
ignored, |P | denotes the size of the result set. For each of the candidates, we need to
perform a check of complexity O(kL) to classify the point as a true positive or a false
positive.

Above p̃fp = τ̃ /c (see Lemma 13).
The number of iterations w can be chosen arbitrarily, so we will choose the optimal value.

Denote a = − ln p̃fp and b = ln 3, then set w to be:

w =
⌈ ln na

k

a
L−1

⌉
.

Let us assume that n is large enough so that w ≥ 1. Then, using the fact that x1/x is
bounded for x > 0 we have:

3wL ≤ 3 · (3ln na
k )1/a = 3 ·

(na
k

)b/a = 3 ·
(n
k

)b/a
,

np̃fp
wL = ne−awL ≤ ne−a

ln(na
k

)
a = k

a
.

Hence, for constant c the expected query time is O(kL|P |+ k lnn+ Lk2). Subsequently,
the pre-processing time is: O(n3wL) = O(n1+b/a). Substituting a, b and pfp values gives the
needed complexity guaranties. J

5.2 Putting it All Together
In order to achieve an efficient algorithm for c = ω(log(log(n))), we will make a series of reduc-
tions. First, using Corollary 5, we reduce our problem to a number of NNwfn(O(c),O(logn))
problems. Next, these problems are reduced to a number of max-l2_NN problems with
dimension k of O(log logn). In the end, we use Theorem 11 to solve the max-l2_NN .

I Theorem 14. The NNwfn(c, d) can be solved with:
the pre-processing time Õ(d2n+ dn1+ ln 3

ln(c/µ) +1/f(n)),
the query time Õ(d2 + dn1/f(n)|P |),

for any c > µ = D
√
f(n) log logn, where f(n) is any function, which satisfies 1/f(n) = o(1)

and D is some constant.

Proof. There are two consecutive reductions:
1. By Corollary 5, the NNwfn(c, d) can be reduced to d instances of the NNwfn(α1, k1).
2. By Corollary 10, the NNwfn(α1, k1) can be reduced to kL1 instances of the

max-l2_NN(α2, k2, L).

Accordingly, we set:
1. α1 = c/2 and k1 = dD1 logne in the first reduction
2. α2 = c/4, k2 = dD2L

−1 logne ≤ dD2f(n) log logne and L = d logn
f(n) log logne in the second

reduction.
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The constants D1 and D2 are chosen to satisfy Corollaries 5 and 10. kL1 can be bounded in
the following way:

kL1 = dD1 logneL = Õ(n1/f(n)) = Õ(no(1)).

Substituting the complexities for subproblems gives the final complexities. J

The function f(n) may be chosen arbitrarily. Slowly increasing f(n) will be chosen for small
c close to Θ(log logn). For larger c, one should choose the maximal possible f(n), to optimize
the query time complexity.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the c-approximate nearest neighbor algorithm without false negatives
in l2 for any c = ω(

√
log logn). Such an algorithm might work very well for high entropy

datasets, where the distances tend to be relatively large (see [11] for more details). Also, we
showed that the c-approximate nearest neighbor search in ld2 may be reduced to d instances
of the problem in llogn

2 . Hence, further research might focus on the instances with dimension
logarithmic in n.

Another open problems are to reduce the time complexity of the algorithm and relax the
restrictions on the approximation factor c or proving that these restrictions are essential.
We wish to match the time complexities given in [7] or show that the achieved bounds are
optimal.
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